THE MEANING OF ''HOLY'' (from early conversations Jesus had with Paul
Tuttle)
Being is Infinity. It far exceeds your wildest imaginations. As you let go,
as you lean on and trust your Self more and more implicitly, and as you
find that your Self is, indeed trustworthy, you will experience more of that
infinitude. Keep in mind, however, that the more of yourself which you
are experiencing is not more of yourself than was always present. it is a
phase of egotism which would like to make more out of what is normal
than what normal is.
As you know, the word, "holy" comes from the same root word as the
word "whole". The only reason the word "holy" was created was because
wholeness was not available as a Self-experience, and so there must be a
way to account for the Wholeness of Being.
There must be a way of satisfying the intuitive perceptions that Being is
Whole. So, the word "holy" was created to identify that part of our
Wholeness which was not available to us consciously. The fact is that
everything holy is absolutely normal, as normal as apple pie, when it is
totally available to us as our Conscious Being.
I cannot make myself any clearer than to say: Paul, do not waste your
time with heady trips of greatness, of holiness, of grand purpose, of
fulfilling a Divine Purpose in the universal scheme of things that is
outside or other than "simply existing."
Existence is all of those things, but it is nothing "special."
It is only by comparison with ignorance that that which is "normal" can
seem special, and you will weaken yourself greatly if you indulge in such
nonsense! This had better be a fundamental point in your awareness of
what is happening here, or you will lose the Value.
As I said yesterday, it is perfectly all right for you to share these
conversations with your wife and your mother. But let a word to the wise
be sufficient, Paul. You have already seen in their reaction not only an
understanding of the Wisdom involved in these conversations and the
value of their even taking place in the first place—you have also seen how
easy it is for the human mind to give marvelous meaning to what is
absolutely normal. This is why you must keep these conversations to

yourself—other than sharing them with your wife and your mother—
because people will place values on them that are based entirely upon
their blindness, and not on their insight or understanding.
Their emotional enthusiasm, generated by their intuitive recognition of
Themselves in the things that we are talking about, will cause them to
glorify what should not be glorified. They will do this only because they
are unable to own their own Universe as Themselves. Their response will
get in the way, drawing your attention back out from the Center of your
Being into the "outer world," and will make it difficult for you to be
subjective about the issues.
I see you caught the meaning when I used the word, "subjective" there.
You are learning to value that which is subjective in the way you used to
value that which was objective. You have known that it is practical to be
objective about things. Now you are learning that it is practical to be
subjective about things, and it would be well for you to replace the word
"objective" in your thought and your reasoning and thinking with the
word "subjective."
You must learn to be extremely subjective about things, because when
you are being
subjective about them you are able to experience their meanings, and not
what they
appear to be. Experiencing their meanings will allow you to respond
appropriately, to
perceive appropriately, and to conduct yourself in a way that is
harmonious with the
totality of your Self. "Subjective" means to be Truly Aware, not to be
unaware.
I notice some shade of disappointment in you in the realization that what
you are learning here will not lead you to greatness, or to some
fulfillment of purpose which will give you great satisfaction, because it
will glorify God or manifest the true nature of Being. But realize this, Paul:
That greatness which you conceive is based upon having one's awareness
objectively placed in the three-dimensional world. Ask yourself, "Great in
whose eyes?"

Those only to whom you can appear great are those of your own
infinitude whom you have not been able to own as You. As you already
know, you will not have the strength to maintain the image of greatness
when your attention is on others "out there." You must give this up—
every last trace of it!
You are recognizing that this means that all of this is just for you, and
you are having
some difficulty understanding for what purpose one would do this if it is
only for oneself. The answer is simply that one's Self is the Universal All,
the One is the Many. If you do not do it for yourself only, if you are not
willing to be alone, then you will not have the experience of owning all of
yourself as You. You will walk as three-dimensional man, as a material
man, bumping into himself, stubbing his toe on himself, running his car
into himself, beating himself up by his own hand, and wondering why in
the hell he's suffering! That is sufficient reason.
To be perfectly blunt with you, you can't afford to have anyone else be
aware of what you're doing and what is unfolding within you unless it is
done most carefully, and until you know how to do it and not evoke a
negative response. And don't forget that a positive response, founded on
ignorance, is a negative response.
When I say you cannot afford to tell anyone what you are doing, I am
making reference to our conversations. I am also making reference to the
inner awakening to yourself as the One that is All, the One that is Many.
The lessons that we are discussing here are entirely for you, period.
The healing work, the Tarot cards, the counseling, whatever else you may
find unfolding in your experience, are perfectly all right. But do not flaunt
your growth unless you want your "others" to flaunt their jealousy.
You see, Paul until you truly understand that the "others" with whom you
would share these events, are your Self, you will be approaching them
ignorantly, and they will respond to you ignorantly.
On the other hand, if you do recognize them as your own infinitude, you
won't care about recognition from them because you will be recognizing
them as You. You will not need further input. The Self-recognition
experienced as Conscious Being is Satisfaction. Being from the point

obviates any necessity of looking for recognition of greatness from those
"out there."
This may seem like a simple point, but when you observe your inner
response upon
finding out that what seems so marvelous to you is absolutely normal,
you will see that this simple point can become quite complex. It could
conceivably be used as the basis for not proceeding any further.
It is amazing that one can be tempted to forfeit experiencing the Oneness
of Being in
order to play the chancy game of "look How Great I am," knowing full well
that he could just as easily be the one who is the least. It is, indeed, a
game of chance.
Do not misunderstand me. To know Who You Are, What You Are, and that
You Are
Where It's All Happening is, indeed, Divine Fulfillment of Purpose. It is to
be One with
God. It is to flow with the Divine Energies. It is to be One and in Harmony
with the Great Works of Divine Intelligence. BUT, IT IS ABSOLUTELY
NORMAL!
Existing as a material being in a three-dimensional environment is
exciting, challenging, scary, but never Satisfying because it is literally to
live as though One is out of One's Mind. It is not the ultimate purpose of
Man, or Being.
To live as Conscious Being is inconceivable to the three-dimensional
frame of reference or mentality. But as Conscious Being, it is absolutely
normal.
Making the transition from a three-dimensional to a Fourth-dimensional
frame of
reference, and appearing to coexist in both dimensions at the same time
with full
communication in both dimensions, makes demands that require a fine
attunement to Fourth-dimensional space. Those words are absurd, but
you understand what I mean. Let us maintain good perspective right from
the start. You will need a stability that can withstand the misperceptions
of those looking with three-dimensional sight only.

Seeing Fourth-dimensionally, you will handle the demands with ease. But,
if you
prematurely expose your new position you will unnecessarily jeopardize
yourself. Until you know how to do it as Conscious Being, you will be wise
to keep your mouth shut. This is why I am here. Your path does not need
to be rough, and I know it is your desire for it to be smooth.
You are moving into what is, for you, uncharted territory, and I am a
Guide. You will
have to do the walking, but I can show you the well-worn trails—smooth,
without
unnecessary obstructions.
I am not distressed with you. It is simply time for this perspective to be
provided to you so that you will keep your feet on the ground and your
head not too far away. I say it with utmost Love.
I can see that it is very likely that we will be speaking again later today. I
will say goodbye for now, and let you experience the meanings of what
we have just discussed.
Go in Light.
~Raj/Jesus, early conversations as described in "You are the Answer" by
Paul Tuttle

